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What makes a social identity important to a consumer and how does identity importance affect memory for identity-linked

promotions? We suggest that identity distinctiveness and exposure to negative identity-relevant information affect identity importance

and produce opposite memory effects among consumers who "know" versus "feel" a social identity. Supporting a retrieval-based

account, implicit and explicit memory measures yield divergent results.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Sigmund Freud’s (1915) notion of memory repression, or mo-

tivated forgetting, suggests that people cope with unwanted memo-
ries by burying them deep in the mind, where they can lie dormant 
for weeks, years, or even a lifetime. Although Freud’s theory has 
intrigued the world and stimulated fascinating research, it also has 
been fraught with controversy and empirical challenges. We draw 
on research on social identity and threat-induced coping to examine 
motivated forgetting in the context of memory for social identity-
linked advertising. 

Part of the difficulty in demonstrating motivated forgetting lies 
in isolating it. Memories people are motivated to forget are often 
threat-provoking memories they neglect to encode in the first place, 
so forgetting can be attributed to encoding processes rather than re-
trieval processes (Sedikides, Green and Pinter 2004). In contrast, 
consider cases where an intervening event makes otherwise neutral 
or positive memories difficult to confront. The death of a loved one, 
for example, makes retrieving fond memories of that person painful. 
Such contexts allow for a clean test of motivated forgetting because 
the threat is separated from the learned content. A similar separa-
tion can be achieved in a social identity threat paradigm that presents 
relatively neutral identity-linked content, facilitates its encoding, and 
then introduces social identity threat to motivate its forgetting. 

The identity-linked content we use is identity-linked sales pro-
motions, which target consumers based on an aspect of social iden-
tity, like gender, race, or nationality. Identity-linking occurs when 
firms strategically offer deals like “10% discount for senior citizens” 
or “Ladies receive 1 free drink.” Because our participant population 
is comprised of HKUST students, our experiments used sales pro-
motions offering 10% discounts to HKUST students. To facilitate 
encoding of the identity-linked promotions, we first prime students’ 
university identity and then present the identity-linked promotions 
(mixed in with identity-neutral promotions). After viewing the pro-
motions, participants are exposed to a social identity threat, a ficti-
tious news article indicating that HKUST is underperforming rela-
tive to other local universities. After the threat, we measure memory 
for the identity-linked promotions in a standard old-new recognition 
task that presents the 20 old promotions along with 20 new ones 
(some identity-linked and some identity-neutral).

Using this basic framework, we test the hypothesis that even 
relatively neutral content can be forgotten if the content is identity-
related, the identity to which that content relates is subject to threat, 
and consumers are motivated to protect against threat. We propose 
that the motivation to protect against threat depends on consumers’ 
sense of connection to the threatened social identity, with high iden-
tifiers being more motivated to protect against threat and therefore 
more likely to forget identity-linked content when threatened.   

Study 1 shows that priming a social identity has a positive ef-
fect on memory for identity-linked promotions. If, however, the 
primed identity is threatened, then the effect is reversed (i.e., con-
sumers forget the promotions). As predicted, this effect is moderated 
by strength of identification, with high identifiers exhibiting better 
memory for identity-linked promotions when the relevant identity is 
primed, but worse memory for identity-linked promotions when the 
primed identity is threatened. 

Study 2 tests the hypothesis that identity-linked content is not 
forgotten, it is simply not explicitly retrieved when the identity is 
threatened. In support of this theorizing, measuring memory implic-
itly reveals good memory performance even under threat. Again, this 
effect is moderated by strength of identification, with high identifiers 
exhibiting better implicit memory for the promotions under threat.

Study 3 tests the hypothesis that mitigating the threat via an 
identity affirmation task restores memory for otherwise forgotten 
identity-linked promotions. Moreover, this study shows that af-
firming the university identity restores memory for identity-linked 
promotions, but affirming aspects of self identity or other social 
identities does not have this effect. Again, the results are moderated 
by strength of identification, with high identifiers exhibiting better 
memory for identity-linked promotions when the threatened aspect 
of identity has been affirmed, but worse memory for identity-linked 
promotions in the absence of identity affirmation.

This research documents an elusive memory phenomenon, mo-
tivated forgetting, and offers a theoretical framework that predicts 
situations in which it is likely to occur, what memories are forgot-
ten, and who is motivated to forget. This study also contributes to 
research on identity-linked marketing. With mass marketing on the 
decline, firms increasingly rely upon targeted marketing tactics like 
identity-linking, but despite its widespread use, the efficacy of identi-
ty-linking remains unclear. By examining motivated forgetting in the 
context of identity-linked promotions, we hope to not only advance 
theory about motivated forgetting, but also address factors that cause 
consumers to remember or forget identity-linked promotions. 
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